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USB A + C

Unique to Byrne, 
these powerful 2AMP 
ports allow you to 
easily charge phones 
and tablets.

15 Amp

Our standard 15 
Amp North American 
outlet delivers reliable 
3-prong plug power.

Embrava® Embedded

Indicator light with 
Embrava® software - a 
productivity tool to help 
communicate availability 
in busy workplace.

Cambio A

Bring global flexibility  
to any worksurface 
with this 220 Volt 
international socket.

Data Garage

Built-in strain relief allows  
cable to be stored safely and 
pulled out when needed.  
Fits multiple AV connectors.

USB-C 18W

Quick Charge 3.0 
enabled to make 
charging smart 
phones and tablets 
faster than ever.

20 Amp

Our heavy-duty 20 
Amp outlet is perfect 
for appliances and 
equipment that 
demand more power.

HDMI

Easy HDMI connection 
on your desktop means 
no searching around 
behind your display to 
access.

Retrofit USB

Two powerful 2 AMP 
ports charge at double 
the speed—and can 
be installed in most 
Byrne products.

Cambio C

Bring global flexibility 
to any worksurface 
with this 220 Volt 
international socket.

Extron Adapter Plate 

Configure a solution from 
hundreds of  audio and 
video adapter plates that 
simply snap into place.

USB-C 60W

Take advantage of 
universal USB-C 
charging for phones, 
tablets and laptops—
power delivery 
compatible, too.

Tamper Resistant

Dual spring-loaded 
shutters stay closed if 
an object is inserted 
in a single slot—and 
only open when plug 
is used.

VGA

Connect VGA-enabled 
electronics to remote 
displays through our 
Byrne power and data 
centers.

Micro USB Roc.In.Doc®

Easily connect and charge 
smart phones and tablets —
no cords or adapters needed.

Bluetooth® Speaker

Wideband/HD 
Microphone and speaker 
is perfect for conference 
calls—and includes 
convenient 2AMP USB.

Spill Proof

Byrne’s patented spill-
proof technology makes 
these 15 or 20 AMP 
North American outlets 
a powerfully practical 
solution.

Cat6

Cat6 offers up a powerful 
10 gigabit Ethernet at 
250 MHz and better 
manages data crosstalk. 

Lightning Roc.In.Doc®

Easily connect, charge and 
sync your iPhone® 5, 6 or 
7—all without an adapter!

Dual Charging USB

Our strong 4 AMP USB 
duplex allows users to 
charge tablets or other 
USB-friendly electronics 
in half the time.

Hospital Grade

Hospital Grade receptacles 
meet the specialized needs 
of power/data centers for 
nursing stations, patient 
rooms and more.

Belay

Allows cords to be fed 
through and conveniently 
holds them in place when 
not in use.
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